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ABOUT THE FLY TRAVEL CLUB
The Fly Travel Club is a community of travel lovers.
It’s also a collection of 10.000 exclusive and
randomized NFTs living in the Polygon network.
The project’s main goal is to bring together the travel
industry, the world of NFTs and the metaverse.
As a FLY NFT holder you become a member of the
club and access all its beneﬁts. Real beneﬁts in the real
world.
Join our amazing community!
JOIN OUR DISCORD

MEET THE TEAM
ARTIST

CEO

BUSINESS ANGEL

Studied ﬁne arts and found
her passion in Product Design.
With passion for cute and
random stuff, can’t wait to
launch and wear the merch

Entrepreneur with technological
background and amazing
business skills. Humble but with
high goals in life, came to make
the world a better place

First one to believe in The Fly
Travel Club project, partner in
crime and private consultant,
wants to be the ﬁrst one to
buy in the public mint

HOLDER BENEFITS (1/3)
#1 REAL WORLD TRAVEL EXPERIENCES

As holder of one of the FLYs you will have exclusive access to
The Fly NFT Travel Marketplace. You can buy and resell trips,
activities, luxury cruises and much more at crazy prices!

#2 WEEKLY RAFFLE

Every holder will get a participation ticket. These tickets will
give you access to a weekly raffle on incredible adventures and
trips around the world.

#3 THE FLY LIQUIDITY POOL & INVESTMENTS

We are going to allocate 50% of all sales and 60% of all
royalties to create "The Fly Liquidity Pool & Investments".
Most of the proﬁts will be used to distribute them among our
community. And the rest will be reinvested for everyone’s sake.

HOLDER BENEFITS (2/3)
#4 AIRDROPS & GIVEAWAYS

Maybe we've gone crazy but... we raffle a Tesla!!!
We also will be giving away a Travel Experience
every week, pool rewards, giveaways for
participating in the community and much more!

#5 THE 3D FLYs COLLECTION

We are going to distribute the new collection of The Fly
Travel Club; The 3D FLYs to all our Holders. You will be
able to use your 3D FLY for sooo many things.

HOLDER BENEFITS (3/3)
#6 MUTANT SERUM

We are going to distribute mutant serum to all our Holders so
you can mutate your FLY and create incredible evolutions.

#7 COLLABORATION BENEFITS

We want the best for our members, that's why we are always
looking for partnerships to offer you more rewards and more
proﬁts.

#8 EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNTS IN OUR MERCH

We will launch our brand of clothing and merchandise to the
world. And as a holder, you will have incredible discounts.

ROADMAP
1st Presale

04

02

Marketplace

NGO Donations

We begin the development of
our NFT travel marketplace

10% of total sales in a
pool for NGOs

01
1st Presale
We launch for mint the
ﬁrst 1000 FLYs
(Whitelist)

03
DAO
We allocate 40% of total sales
to start “The Fly Club Liquidity
Pool & Investments”

05
Clothing Brand
We open our clothing and
merch store with exclusive
discounts for holders

ROADMAP
2nd Presale

09

07

Marketplace

DAO
We place another 40% of total sales
in the Liquidity Pool & Investments

06

We are halfway on the
creation of our marketplace

08

2nd Presale

NGO Donations

We launch for mint
another 2000 FLYs
(Whitelist)

We place 10% of total sales in
a Pool for NGOs

10
Special raffles
Raffle of 8 travel
experiences for our holders

ROADMAP

Public sale and beyond

14

12

Marketplace launch

DAO
We put another 40% of total sales
in the Liquidity Pool & Investments

11
Public sale
The remaining FLYs will
be ﬁnally available to
the public

We launch the NFT Travel
Marketplace for our holders!

13

15

NGO Donations

NFT Tickets

We place another 10% of total
sales in a Pool for NGOs

We send «Travel
Experiences Tickets»

ROADMAP

In not so long…

19

17

3D FLYs

Weekly raffles
We begin the weekly Travel
Experiences raffle for our holders

16

Distribution of the 3D FLYs
collection for all our members

18

Mutant FLYs

Tesla Giveaway

Distribution of the
mutation serum to
evolve your FLY nft

We raffle a Tesla Model S and
ship it to anywhere in the
world!

TOKENOMICS

Liquidity Pool & Investments
Company, Dev, Marketing &
Innovations
Donations
Treasury for trips

Sales

Royalties

TOKENOMICS
Community
Company, Dev, Marketing & Innovations
Donations
Treasury for trips
Redelegate rewards in pool

Rewards for the liquidity pool & investments

THE ART
The art of The Fly Travel Club lives on the Polygon blockchain
technology and consists of 2 Factions, Centaurus and
Andromedus.
We believe in complete randomness, that's why the number of
FLYs from each faction will be completely random, but
together they will make a total of 9990 NFTs.
There are 10 Legendary FLYs. What faction do they belong to?
It is not known… but sooner or later we will ﬁnd out.

LEGENDARY FLYs
10 of all FLY nfts are considered
legendary. These FLYs are 100% full
handmade.
Being a holder of a legendary FLY gives
you extra beneﬁts as a member of the
club.
-

Double the opportunities for each
Legendary for the Tesla draw.
Double chances for each legendary
for the weekly raffle.
Extra rewards obtained from the
DAO.

MUTANT FLYs
The war between factions continues and it
is said that a FLY scientist, and somewhat
crazy, has created a powerful serum that is
capable of transforming any FLY into
something far superior.
10,000 mutant FLYs have already been
created (they will be for sale).
In addition, they have given us a total of
10,000 mutant serums, of which 10,000
will be distributed among our holders.
For each FLY you have, you will receive a
mutant serum!

3D FLY’S
We can’t stop and we won’t stop!
The FLYs enter the metaverse, and no better
way than in 3D format.
The 3D FLYs can be used as avatars in the
metaverse, you could use them to create your
own 3D animations, and even use them to
play The Fly Game
A collection of 10K NFT will be created, all our
holders will receive an NFT of the 3D FLY
Collection and the remaining amount will be
up for sale.

NGOs
Our animal friends are the ones suffering the
most from the effects of climate change, the
deforestation of their natural habitats, plastics
contaminating their food and global warming
disrupting their lives.
We are highly aware of this situation and that
is why our mascot being a ﬂy isn't just a
coincidence.
We will be donating 10% of all proﬁts to
different organizations working on biodiversity
preservation and animal rights.

FOLLOW US!
https://theﬂytravel.club

@TheFlyTravelNFT

Discord Server - Our community

@theﬂytravel.club

Company’s page on LinkedIn

Youtube Channel

